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Abstract—We propose a new egomotion estimation algorithm
for a compound omnidirectional camera. Image features are
detected by a conventional feature detector and then quickly
classified into near and far features by checking infinity on the
omnidirectional image of the compound omnidirectional sensor.
Egomotion estimation is performed in two steps: first, rotation is
recovered using far features; then translation is estimated from
near features using the estimated rotation. RANSAC is used for
estimations of both rotation and translation. Experiments in
various environments show that our approach is robust and
provides good accuracy in real-time for large motions.

I. INTRODUCTION

E

gomotion, which consists of rotation and translation, has
been an attractive research topic in computer vision. The
egomotion of a camera is recovered by watching the motion
on images in a recorded video. Recently, a number of
egomotion algorithms have focused on omnidirectional vision
due to its large field of view that results in the ability to
capture a large range of camera motion. In this research we
propose an egomotion estimation algorithm to work with a
multi-baseline stereo omnidirectional sensor, that is, a
compound omnidirectional vision sensor.
In this research, we use a stereo omnidirectional vision
sensor using parabolic mirrors that is similar to the design in
Sagawa et al [1] with spherical mirrors. The advantage of this
type of sensor is its simplicity; stereo information is provided
by a single captured image.
In the computer vision literature, most egomotion
algorithms are proposed to work with conventional vision
sensors. However, Joshua Gluckman and Shree K.Nayar [2]
show that existing egomotion algorithms that rely on the
computation of optical flows can work with omnidirectional
vision by using a Jacobian to transform motion from a plane to
a sphere. Further methods are also proposed to work directly
with omnidirectional vision [3,4].
The majority of egomotion estimation algorithms assume
correspondence of features between consecutive images [5,6],
motion is then recovered after the essential matrix or
fundamental matrix is computed. Some other research works
rely on the computation of optical flows, or dense
correspondences between image frames [7-9]. However, the
performance of these types of egomotion estimation depends
on the performance of the correspondence computation,
which is a non-trivial problem. Moreover, feature tracking or
optical flow computation restricts the motion estimation
ability of algorithms which means the motion of the camera is
limited and fast motion can not be estimated. Another class of
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egomotion algorithms tries to combine correspondence
estimation and motion parameters, so that correspondence and
egomotion are simultaneously estimated [10-15]. These
methods minimize least-square brightness residuals with
respect to motion parameters. One problem for these solutions
is that the entire image is used regardless of occlusion, moving
objects and so on, which results in errors in estimation and
requires a great deal of computation.
In this research, we propose an egomotion estimation
solution capable of working with a large range of camera
motion, where tracking of feature points is not helpful. Motion
and correspondence are estimated simultaneously using a
robust estimator: RANSAC. Without correspondence, the
computational cost is very high, however our algorithm
classifies image features into near and far for different targets,
which reduces the computational complexity significantly.
Rotation is estimated using distant features, then, translation is
estimated using only near features. This separation of motion
estimation can be made because: the motion of distant objects
is mostly rotation while camera translation is clearly observed
by the motion of near objects. Image frames are captured and
features are quickly classified using a compound stereo
omnidirectional sensor.
The rest of this paper is organized as follows. Section II
provides an overview of the compound sensor and feature
classification. Section III is an overview of our proposed
algorithm. Section IV describes rotation and translation
estimations with RANSAC, and their optimization. Finally, an
evaluation of our experiments is given in Section V.
II. COMPOUND OMNIDIRECTIONAL VISION SENSOR AND
FEATURE CLASSIFICATION

Fig.1 depicts the compound omnidirectional sensor. The
sensor has seven conventional parabolic mirrors, six small
ones placed around a larger one, and an orthographic camera.
For a mirror i, the projection Pi' (u P ' , v P ' ) of a space point

P ( x P , y P , z P ) onto the image plane is:
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where fi is the focal length of the parabolic mirror i, (in pixel
units); (c ix , c iy ) are the pixel coordinates of the center of the

mirror i on the image plane and the camera coordinate system
originates at the optical center of mirror 0 with Oz moving
toward the image plane.
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III. OVERVIEW OF THE PROPOSED ALGORITHM
Our algorithm estimates the 5D egomotion of a camera, 3D
rotation and 2D translation (direction of translation without
magnitude). We use a compound omnidirectional sensor that
makes the classification of image features easy and quick.
Distant features are processed by the rotation estimator.
Estimated rotation is then used to cancel the rotation of near
features on both views before they are passed into the
translation estimator to obtain the translation. Finally,
rotation and translation parameters are optimized using all
supporters from RANSAC estimation. A flowchart of the
algorithm is presented in Fig.2.
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Fig.1. Top view (a), side view (b) of the mirrors and the
omni-directional image from the compound sensor (c).

Here we apply a similar algorithm to one used in Sagawa’s
work [1] to classify near and far features. Each pixel in an
omnidirectional image from a mirror (one of seven mirrors)
relates to a ray of light from infinity, the projection of rays
from the same direction in all other omnidirectional images
from the corresponding mirrors produces the corresponding
points, Fig.1. If P is from infinity the corresponding points Q0
and Q1 of infinite P are related by the equation:

c i Ci Q i = c 0 C 0 Q 0 ,

(2)

where Ci is the location (in pixel coordinates) of the center of
each omnidirectional image for each mirror i, C0 is the
location (in pixel coordinates) of the center omnidirectional
image, ci is the curvature of mirror i, c0 is the curvature of
center mirror and c i = 1 . Theoretically, if an object is at
2f i
infinity, all the corresponding points have the same intensity.
Therefore, when checking if a pixel is from an object at
infinity in an omnidirectional image, we consider the average
difference of intensity of all its corresponding points. If the
average intensity difference is small, less than a given
threshold, this pixel can be determined to come from an object
at infinity. Otherwise, the pixel comes from an object closer to
the sensor. The criterion to decide the range of each pixel in
the center omnidirectional image from the center mirror is:

E (Q) =

1
NQ

∑ | I(Q) − I(Q i ) | ,

(3)

i

where NQ is the number of corresponding points for Q and the
maximum for NQ is 6 here.
Since the above criterion uses intensity difference, the
detection is only reliable for pixels that have a large gradient
to their neighbors such as at the edge of objects. However,
feature detectors such as Harris or Kanade-Lucas-Tomasi can
also only detect features like corners in the sensor image.
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Fig.2. Algorithm flowchart

Since we are dealing with large camera motion, tracking
image features is not helpful. We assume a problem without
correspondence between consecutive video frames. Rotation
and translation are estimated by matching features (distant
features for rotation and near features for translation) in a pair
of video frames using RANSAC. The RANSAC sampling
model for both rotation and translation estimation consists of
only two random features on the first frame and another two
on the second frame. So that, both rotation and translation
estimation are performed uniformly. Rotation estimation
alone is referred to in detail in [16].
IV. ESTIMATION OF ROTATION AND TRANSLATION WITH
RANSAC
Our method estimates rotation and translation separately.
Rotation is estimated first then translation is estimated. A
rotation matrix is computed from the motion of two far
features; a translation vector is computed from the motion of
two near features after their rotation is cancelled. Since we
don’t assume to know the correspondence of the features, the
motion of features between consecutive video frames is
assigned randomly using the RANSAC algorithm; the best
rotation matrix and translation vector are voted for using the
supporters. Rotation parameter estimation is summarized
briefly in this section, while most of the section describes

translation estimation using near features.
The camera coordinate system originates at the optical
center with Oz as the symmetric axis of the camera system.
Camera motion is estimated between two frames with the
world coordinate system coinciding with the camera
coordinate system at the first frame.
In the following sections, we first describe the motion of
image features assuming known correspondence and compute
motion parameters (rotation and translation). Then we use
these motion parameter computations in RANSAC.
A. Motion computation with known correspondence
The motion of a space point P in the camera coordinate
system is described by
(4)
P' = R P + T ,
where R is the rotation matrix and T is the translation vector of
the camera and P and P’ are coordinate space point P before
and after the motion. The proposed algorithm separates the
estimation of rotation and translation using the classified
features.
1) Rotation computation
The motion of far features is assumed only by rotation,
more details are described in [16]. In the rotation problem, the
center of the compound mirror is assumed to remain still. We,
thus, need to track the motion of two points, with an additional
point known to be the center of the compound mirror, to
compute the rotational motion.
Considering a rigid rotation R of two space points P and Q
around the optical center O, the cross-product vector n of

OP, OQ makes the same rotation R. R is computed:

[

][

R = Pm′ Q′m n′m Pm Q m n m

]

−1

,

(5)

where n m = Pm × Q m , n ′m = Pm′ × Q′m and column vectors

Pm , Q m , Pm' , Q 'm are projections of P and Q respectively on the
unit sphere before and after the motion in the camera
coordinate system.
2) Translation computation
As stated above, after rotation is estimated, the rotation of
near features is cancelled. Therefore, in this section we
assume no rotation occurs between a pair of views. A
translation vector can also be estimated from the motion of
two near image feature points.
Consider the case where the camera moves on the world
coordinate system while watching two space points P and Q.
At the moment of the current video frame, the camera is
located at O' and the projections of P and Q are Pm' , Q 'm . At
the moment of the previous video frame, the camera is located
at O and observes P and Q through the projection
points Pm , Q m . A group of three points O, P, O ' makes an
epipolar plane Π (O, P, O ' ) , as the group O, Q, O ' does with
the epipolar plane Π (O, Q, O ' ) . Π (O, P, O ' ) can be
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represented by Π (O, Pm , Pm' , O ' ) and Π (O, Q, O ' ) can be
represented by Π (O, Q m , Q 'm , O ' ) . Since O, O ' are common
points for all epipolar planes, we can calculate the direction of

OO ' from the intersection of the two epipolar planes
Π (O, Pm , Pm' , O ' ) and Π (O, Q m , Q 'm , O ' ) , Fig.3. Let n1, n2 be
the

normal

vectors

Π (O, Pm , Pm' , O ' )

of

and

Π (O, Q m , Q , O ) respectively. Then the orientation of the
'
m

'

intersection line OO ' is given as:

T = n1 × n 2
where n 1 = Pm × Pm' , n 2 = Q m × Q 'm

(6)

or

T = (Pm × Pm' ) × ( Q m × Q 'm )
P

Q

Pm
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O

(7)
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Fig.3. O, O are located on the intersection of two epipolar planes

Since the motion of the space point on the image sensor is
created by the translation of the camera, the projection of the
translation vector and the motion vector of the feature on the
image plane must be opposite. We use this criterion to adjust
the absolute direction of the translation vector.

B. Using RANSAC to estimate rotation and translation
The RANSAC algorithms implemented for both rotation
and translation estimation are quite similar. For both
algorithms, a random sample is made of two features on the
first frame and two more on the following frame to calculate
motion. RANSAC simultaneously finds the motion
parameters and correspondence of image features. The
different is that for rotation estimation, near features which do
not display the pure rotation are filtered out by our stereo
compound sensor. Far features, however, cannot feasibly
estimate translation and should be excluded from the
translation estimation. We use near feature points only for this
task.
The RANSAC estimation of both rotation and translation is
summarized as follows:
a) Randomly select two image features (far for rotation
and near for translation estimation) from the previous
video frame.
b) Randomly select two image features (far for rotation
and near for translation estimation) from the current
video frame to assign two pairs of correspondences.
These two features are within the vicinity of the two

previously selected features from the previous frame.
Calculate the motion parameters (rotation matrix Rt, or
translation Tt),
d) Count the supporting pairs of correspondence that
match the above motion parameters,
e) Record the current best solution with the maximum
number of supporting pairs,
f) If not stopped then return to a).
For translation estimation, the translation vector Tt is
computed as shown in Section IV.A.2. To evaluate the
translation direction of a trial sample, the number of
c)

of the system. The vision sensor was a 1600x1200 pixel CCD
camera (Scorpion: Point Grey Research) with a telecentric
lens. In the experiments, the maximum distance of near
features was about 3m for our sensor. The algorithm was
processed offline on a PC with a Pentium D 3.2GHz
processor. OpenCV was used with image processing and
Harris feature detection.
Rotary stages
Compound mirror

supporting pairs is counted. Once the direction Tt of OO ' is
calculated, the epipolar plane Π 1t (O, Pm , O ' ) for each feature
Pm on the unit sphere from the first view is given. If one feature

ω theta
Orthographic camera

Pm' on the second frame is close enough to C 2t (Pm ) we obtain
a corresponding pair ( Pm , Pm' ) as a supporting pair for the
translation direction. We count all these pairs to evaluate the
trial translation. In practice, we apply more constraints to
reduce ambiguity; for example, we limit the maximum
translation of the camera for consecutive views.
We can assign the size of the vicinity by setting the size of
the rotation and translation for any pair of video frames which
we want to cope with. The stop criterion for RANSAC
sampling is processing time.

C. Optimization
After estimation by RANSAC, the rotation and translation
parameters are roughly given. The rotation matrix given by
RANSAC may not meet some conditions of a rotation matrix
like the orthogonality condition and its determinant being +1.
Optimization is performed as follows:
a) Extract rough rotation parameters (θ0,φ0,ψ0), and
combine them with the translation parameters (tx0,ty0,tz0),
b) Make a list of feature correspondence by combining
supporting pairs of rotation and translation estimation by
RANSAC,
c) Optimize the motion parameters by Levenberg
Marquardt optimization to tune the motion parameters
with the initial values in step a):

(θ opt , φ opt , ψ opt , t xopt , t yopt , t zopt )
= argmin
θ, φ, ψ, tx, ty, tz

(

∑ [Pm' E (θ, φ, ψ, t x , t y , t z )Pm ]

2

ω phi
Translation stage
Fig.4. The evaluation system.
Rotary stages and the vision sensor are mounted on the translation stage.

Experiments were carried out in various environments to
evaluate accuracy with respect to processing time and the
motion of the camera. Our experimental results were
compared with the results from the essential matrix-based
solution. We implemented the seven-point algorithm based on
work by Torr [17] to estimate the essential matrix using
RANSAC and the Kanade-Lucas- Tomasi hierarchical feature
tracker (OpenCV implementation); we denote this as
7ALGRANSAC. While it is possible to implement the
seven-point algorithm using RANSAC without knowing the
correspondence, it is very time-consuming to sample a set of
14 features on both frames (7 features on each). Detailed
results of these experiments are described below and show the
averages of frame-by-frame estimation error and the 100 trials
for each video sequence.
A. Frame-by-frame estimation error definition
To evaluate the rotation error we first compute the residual
rotation after canceling the estimated motion R̂ with the true
motion Rtr from the rotary stage control:

)

where E θ, φ, ψ, t x , t y , t z is an essential matrix built from the
'
m

motion parameters and (Pm , P ) are a correspondence pair.
V. EXPERIMENTS
In our experiments, the compound sensor was mounted on a
system of two rotary stages and a 50cm translation stage
(Fig.4). One rotation stage measured the rotation ω phi on the
z-axis, the other measured rotation ω theta on the y-axis, while
the translation stage measured the one dimensional translation
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E = Rˆ .Rtr−1 .

(8)

This is the error of the estimated rotation and is represented
by a matrix. If the estimation is perfect, matrix E is the identity
rotation matrix. The difference between E and the identity
rotation matrix I is assumed to be the error of estimation. The
Frobenius norm of the matrix (E-I) is one way to evaluate the
difference:

Angle error =

3, 3

∑ ( Eij − I ij ) 2

i =1, j =1

(9)

B. Experiment results
The experiments were carried out along a balcony in our
building. We extracted 140 features for each frame using a
Harris feature detector (OpenCV implementation). The
experiment showed that for each frame the Harris feature
detector needed 0.066 sec to extract 140 features. However,
the Kanade-Lucas-Tomasi feature tracker needed only 0.0078
sec to track 140 features so our algorithm had less time to
carry out the RANSAC estimation than 7ALGRANSAC.

rotation velocities within a predefined maximum rotation.
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The translation error is the Euclidean difference between
the normalized estimated translation vector and the
normalized ground-truth translation vector.
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Fig.6. Errors of our proposed algorithm and 7ALGRANSAC with various
rotation velocities (5(L5), 10(L10), 15(L15), 20(L20) Deg/frame) and the
same translation velocity 10 cm/frame.

2) Experiments with rotation and translation velocities
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0.025
7ALGRANSAC4cm
7ALGRANSAC6cm

Rotation error ( Frebenious norm)

We also set up the parameters so that our algorithm could
cope with a maximum 23 Deg/frame of rotation velocity and
0.085 m/frame of translation velocity. For our algorithm, the
processing time includes feature extraction, feature
classification, RANSAC motion estimation and Levenberg
Marquardt optimization for motion parameters. While the
processing time for 7ALGRANSAC includes initial feature
detection, frame by frame feature tracking, RANSAC
estimation of the essential matrix, motion parameter
extraction and optimization using Levenberg Marquardt.
In the shown experimental environment, shown in Fig.5, the
near feature was actually about 0.5m away from the camera.
1) Experiments with processing time
Experiments were carried out for both algorithms with
various rotation velocities. Fig.6 shows the errors with respect
to processing time for both algorithms. We can see that, the
convergence of 7ALGRANSAC starts earlier than our
algorithm since the preprocessing time (feature tracking) of
7ALGRANSAC is less than the preprocessing time (feature
detection) for our proposed algorithm (0.0078 sec compared
to 0.066 sec). Both algorithms converged to a reasonable
accuracy after running for 0.1 sec, when RANSAC has run for
0.034 sec in our proposed method and 0.0922 sec in
7ALGRANSAC. Further, when the rotation velocity was
increased, the feature tracker became less accurate;
7ALGRANSAC then slowly converged and was less accurate.
Meanwhile, our algorithm gave a stable convergence for all
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Fig.5. Omnidirectional image of the experiment environment.
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Fig.7. Errors for our proposed algorithm and 7ALGRANSAC under
various rotations and four translations 4,6,8,10[cm/frame].

Experiments were carried out to show the robustness of our
algorithm with motion as shown in Fig.7 (which has the same
legends as the previous graphs. The graphs show the
estimation error (rotation and translation) with various
rotation velocities from 1 to 20 Deg/frame and translation
velocities: 4,6,8,10 cm/frame. In these experiments, the
processing time for both algorithms is 0.1 sec/frame.
Experiments showed that for the proposed method the
accuracy does not depend on rotation velocities even though
they are large. Accuracy depends rather on translation
velocities; the larger translation the more accurate. For
7ALGRANSAC, the results become less accurate when the
rotation velocities increased and the feature tracker becomes
less accurate. For small motion (small rotation and translation
velocity) 7ALGRANSAC performed better than our proposed
method. However, for large motion, our proposed algorithm
worked better.
VI. DISCUSSION AND CONCLUSION

system; the subject of our current research. The motion of
wearable cameras can be very large due to the extreme
movements of the human body, especially rotation. We
believe that egomotion observed by a low frame-rate camera
system can be as readily estimated by our algorithm as large
motion and progress with demonstrating this to be true.
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